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THREE NORTH DELTA NOMES.
[PLATE I.]

BEING desirous, after the revelation of intimacy between prehistoric
Crete and Egypt which the Cnossian excavations had made, to know if there
were indeed no 'Aegean' remains in the Lower Delta, I searched the authorities for an account of the extant antiquities of its north central region-north,
that is, of the ' Berari' railway, which links Dessuk on the Rosetta Nile with
Sherbin on the Damietta arm. But in vain. Nor, for that matter, could I
find any description of the scenery of the region itself, more detailed and
recent than the romantic sketch of the marshes with which Heliodorus opened
his Aethiopica. I had myself visited the extreme south-west corner of it
in 1896, following in the steps of Messrs. Petrie 1 and Griffith to Tell
al-Farain; and the last named scholar had gone on thence a few miles north
to the district of Tida. North and east of that point stretched unknown land.
So I was forced to undertake an exploration of the region for myself. The
Society for the Promotion of Hellenic Studies generously gave a grant in aid;
and almost every kind of assistance was furnished on the spot by the
Socidtd Anonyme du Behera, through the great goodwill of its Managing
Director Mr. E. W. P. Foster, C.M.G. I should have fared badly in the
marshes without the use of the Inspection Houses, men, animals, and
boats, of that Society, and the unique local knowledge of its officers,
among whom (after Mr. Foster) I must thank especially Mr. Smith, the
Agricultural Director at Constantinia, Monsieur Monnerat, the Assistant
Manager in chief, and Messieurs Boutros and Passalides, the local Directors at
Sidi Salem and Kum Wahal respectively. If I did not find anything
'Aegean' in this N'orth Delta district, I hope this article will shew that its
exploration was not made wholly in vain.
The coastal belt of the Delta is divided by Ptolemy into five Nomes.
The
Metelitic, capital, Metelis; (2) the Phthenetic, capital, Buto; (3)
(1)
the Sebennytic Inferior, capital, Pachnemounis; (4) the Mendesiac, capital,
Thmuis; (5) the Nesytic, capital, Panephysis. But a sixth coastal Nome,
1 See Petrie, Naukratis,
ibid. p. 1.
XXIV.
H.S.-VOL.

i. p. 93, and compare his remarks on our ignorance of the Delta,
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known from the local coinage of Hadrian's reign, that of Diospolis Inferior,
was certainly in existence just before Ptolemy's day 2.
My exploration, however, extended over only some of these Nomes.
Parts of the Phthenetic, and the Lower Sebennytic and Diospolite Nomes
form the subject of this paper. I found the second of these (assuming for
the moment the lines of division between the three nomes to fall on or about
the existing Bahr Nashart and Bahr Tirah) to be studded with large mounds:
the third to contain only one site of importance, and not many minor mounds.
No one of these mounds was identified before my visit with any known
ancient town; and, that being the case, no probable courses could be assigned
to the branches of the Nile, which, according to Ptolemy and others, divided
or traversed the Nomes, wherein the known towns lay; nor could the Nomes
themselves be placed precisely on the map.
Thanks to various authorities, principally lists of Coptic bishoprics,
certain town-names can be relegated generally to that area of the North
Delta which I visited. As the precise situations of some of these towns
depend on the situations of others, I shall take the names in groups; and
then discuss the question which their identification with certain sites raises
as to the courses of the ancient Nile arms.
A.-BUTo

(PTENETO); PHRAGONIS; PACHNEMOUNIS; DIOSPOLIS INFERIOR.

The last three

names

(the first two as

and IIaXveptA~l)

'Tpav•vr),
are in the order in which they occur in Hierocles'
Syneedemus, the trio

being enumerated between

Zoi),

(Xois) and Z:e/36vuro

(Sebennytus), whose

sites are certainly identified with the mounds of Sakha and Samanud. In
the same order they precede Sebennytus, but succeed Kd/ao-a (modern
Shabas), in the earliest Notitia 3.
Hierocles' order is always most intelligible if related to main avenues of
communication. In enumerating the towns in the Lower Deltaic Eparchy,
he first ascends the western Nile from Alexandria to the southern limit of
the province at Nikiu, mentioning every town within easy reach on either
hand, e.g., on the east, Buto and Kabasa (Shabas), the latter of which towns
was certainly not on the stream itself. Thence he passes to Xois in the northwestern interior; takes next three towns, of which we know this at least,
from other sources, that they all lay in the north of the province; and next
2 The variations in the Nome-lists, as given by
divers authorities, present an insoluble puzzle.
See e.g. the discrepancies between Strabo's list
and the lists in the Revenue Papyrus of Ptolemy
Philadelphus (cols. 31, 60, ed. B. P. Grenfell).
No one of Ptolemy's five coastal Nomes, except
the Mendesiac, appears in that Papyrus : but it
is not impossible that Nome No. 7. in col. 31,
AAiera, included one or more of them. Evidently there were frequent changes made in the
distribution and nomenclature of Nomes,

especially in the Delta, perhapsowing to gradual
changes which took place in natural conditions
by processes of reclamation. It is impossible
to regard any list as final, but it is equally impossible not to regard certain lists, e.g. this in
the Revenue Papyrus, as authoritative and comprehensive for the moments at which they were
compiled.
3 Ed. Parthey I. nos. 730-734.
Later
Notitiae seem to follow no geographical order ;
cf. Byz. Zeitsch. ii. p. 25.
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again Sebennytus on its extreme eastern limit. Thereafter he makes a
circuit westward through a series of towns, known to have lain in the south
interior, and swings round east again to Busiris. And finally he adds three
towns, of which one, Paralos, is known to have lain on the coastal sandbelt, north of the marshes, and another to have been also in the extreme
north. It is probable, therefore, that all these three last were cut off by the
lagoons from the interior, and lay in a district reckoned apart. In the early
Arab period at any rate, when the province of Gharbieh did not include the
province of Nesteraweh, the central coast-belt was certainly so divided
administratively from what lay to south.
In our ignorance, however, of the ancient lines of communication in the
central Delta, we need independent evidence for the precise position of certain
towns in Hierocles' list.
(1) Phragonis, besides its occurrence in the town-list of Hierocles, and in
bishopric-lists, Greek and Coptic 4, appears in the Athanasian Tract to the
Antiochenes5 as the see of a bishop, who signed
xcat
popayctveew~ pepovs
'EXeapXla1 Tri)3AlytdrrTov. This was in 362 A.D. In a Greek, Coptic, and
Arabic list of famous bishoprics, of which de Roug4 and Amelineau have
made great use, and the latter has published two MS. versions as the fourth
appendix to his geographical work, 6 this bishopric is cited as (PAr WNIN
•
Tida and al-Faragin. Tida and al-Faragin are found
oGENEW=
TOO1+-in several Coptic scalae,which equate 01T0E 6POYWINI
similarly conjoined
(or TTePYOINI O-l+ or similar corruptions) with the same pair of Arabic
place-names, connected by the copulative. The latter appear also in connection, both in the work of Calcashandi 7 and in the valuable list of
provincial assessments, made in 1376, and first printed by Sylvestre de Sacy.8
Now Tida exists still as a village territory some fifteen miles N.N.E. of
Sakha (Xois). About seven miles on a bee-line west of it and beyond the
Bahr Nashart are the great mounds known as Tell al-Farain. The latter
name, occurring just in the locality where the relation of Phragonis to Xois
in Hierocles' list, and to Kabasa in Notitia I., would incline us to put that
bishopric, can hardly but be a survival. The form in Hierocles, iPpavvrl,
pronounced probably Fravinis, is very close.9
Must Tell al-Farain, then, be identified with the site of Phragonis ? It
has been claimed by Mr. Petrie for no less a city than Buto; and after much
4 Cf. Amdlineau, Gdog.de l'~Agypte l'-tpoque
Copte,p. 179.
- Athanasius ed.
Mignze,p. 619.
6 De Roug4 published it first as app. to his
GCog.de la Basse.gyptc. He had got his copy
from Revillout.
7 See Wiistenfeld's trans. in Abh. d.
K6n.
Ges. d. Wiss. zu Gittingen, vol. xxv. Hist. Phil.
Classe 1. 2.
8 At the end of his edition of Abdallatif's
Relation de l'Egypte, pp. 593, ff.
9 The signature of a bishop at the Council of

Ephesus, $Aaawvias, is interpreted by an
ancient

gloss

as @paycdrows AiyL•rrov (in the

Coptic Acts ed. by V. Bouriant in Miss. Fr. au
Caire viii. 1, the reading is

mac•wveos);

so per-

haps there was some phonetic uncertainty about:
the sound, variously rendered by 7, v, and 8.
In the Arabic form (if one may trust de Rouge
and Amelineau for exact collation of MSS. }
this sound appears variously as jim and bd:
and in local pronunciation to-day there seemed
to me to be the trace either of a soft g or an
ain in this place.

B2
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doubt, I incline to accept his identification still, on the double ground that
(1) these mounds are so large and have so important a temple-area in their
midst, that if they do not represent the one Pharaonic city of the first rank
in this corner of Egypt, one does not know where else to look for a site which
will satisfy the geographical data concerning Buto: (2) the little hamlet at
their foot is still called Ebtu, which seems a survival of the old name.
Nothing has been found in the mounds in question, I believe, of Pharaonic
date; but they have never been excavated except by sebakhin. The site lies
about ten miles on a bee-line from the east bank of the Rosetta Nile, and
therefore comes as appropriately into Hierocles' enumeration, as Kabasa
(Sh abas).
To justify, however, the consequent hypothesis that the site of Buto
bears now a survival of the name of Phragonis which Hierocles shews to have
been a town distinct from Buto up to the sixth century at any rate,10I must
call attention to two points. (1) In what I will call henceforth for convenience the 'Equivalents List,' published by de Rouge, the name 06 N6 W
is associated with (PA F WNI N. That can hardly be anything but a slight
corruption of (O N6OY, inscribed on the Hadrianic coinage of the
Phthenetic or Butonic Noine. (2) Buto does not appear as a bishopric
either in the Equivalents List, or any of the scalae. But its name does occur
in the first named list coupled with that of Pachnemounis, apparently as
descriptive of the locality of the latter (see below p. 5). It seems fair, therefore, to infer that the old name clung to the district and even the town.
Buto perhaps still existed as Phtheneo, after the Arab invasion; but the
town was utterly decayed, while a neighbouring place, Phragonis or Faragin,
had taken its place as the local centre.'1 But the old and the new centres
were so close together, that the name of the old may have been still in use as
an explanatory title of the new-Phragonis of Phtheneo,in Coptic Thoiti; and
when both had fallen equally into the ruin and oblivion in which they now
lie, the name which was last of importance, Faragin, possibly attached itself
in Arab tradition to the more extensive of the two desolate sites.
Where, then, is the lesser site, that of Phragonis ? Obviously near Tida.
There are two mounds near the locality (for the village has come to be split
up into two or three small groups of huts, widely separated). One is a
'small mound, Kum ed-Daba, very near the northernmost group. It is
probably an older Tida. The other is a much more important site, situated
about two miles further to E.N.E., and now called Kum al-Haualid. Nearly
a mile in circumference and some thirty to forty feet high, it is the third
mound in point of size in the western half of the north-central Delta. It
yields the best Roman brick found in the district, and an exceptional amount
10 Cf. also the occurrence of both names in
the signatures to the Council of Ephesus.
11 A see, TTT 6 N 6 TO, also occurs both in
the Equivalents List and the scalae; and
Am6lineau (p. 105) is probably right in locating

it beyond Shabas and near the river. But its
name must also be a survival of the old Nome
title (Ptenetu in Pliny), and doubtless the place
was a successor to Buto on the western side, as
Phragonis on the eastern.
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of worked stone. I noticed two Byzantine capitals of good workmanship
lying on the surface. Here I suggest was the see of the western Marshes,
Phragonis -Thoiti.
The position of Phragonis being narrowed in any
(2) Pachnemounis.
case to the immediate neighbourhood of Tida, Pachnemounis is to be
looked for east or north-east of that point. Its bishop signed the
Athanasian Tract, quoted already, as IIaXvEzovvEcov Icat T70o3Xoroi3 P.epovC
Ti), 'EXeapXiav ; which distinction leads one to expect to find its marshes

divided from those of Phragonis by some considerable interval. The Equivalents List cites it as
OePOC (see above),
to add an Arabic identification: and there is no
but unfortunately omits T'AXNOM6NOC=-I<BOYTO
other literary authority but Ptolemy's for the location of a place important
enough to have been the capital of the Lower Sebennytic Nome.12
In the course of my journey, however, I came across a piece of epigraphic evidence. At the Beh4ra Society's Inspection House near Kum Wahal
are preserved three inscribed slabs, found by diggers for brick in the large
mound of Khanziri, about ten miles due north. Two of these bear parts,
not consecutive, of a single text, and it is probable they were once facing
slabs of a pedestal. A head was found near them; but this well preserved
life-size portrait in Parian marble, (also at Kum Wahal) cannot be that of
Marcus Aurelius, and, though not unlike both Trajan and Domitian, represents probably neither one nor the other, but a private individual. The
inscription, so far as recovered, is as follows:
(1) Two slabs of coarsish white marble with rough backs, displaying
parts of one inscription. The longer (right-hand) fragment measures
-845 x
x -044. The letters are slender and of very varying height.
'413
and disposition:
they are without apices. The right-hand slab is the most
worn, and appears to have been used at some period in a pavement or
threshold. Copy and squeeze of the most worn parts. Complete except at
bottom.
12

The name probablyoccurs also in the Anon.

Ravennas

disguised

as Pessimines:

does not help us to locate it.

but this
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The slab on the right is a little longer than that on the left. Beside
the narrow slab which is wanting between these two, others doubtless are
missing from below, which continued the catalogue of honours to even
remoter relatives. The date of this inscription must fall later than 166 A.D.
when the titles here enumerated were first assumed by Marcus Aurelius.
As this phrase, so common in inscriptions

L1.4, 5. 7rpWToV c.-.X.

of

Asia Minor, refers invariably to the office which follows it (cf. 11.10, 11), we
can hardly translate

icKT-ov.

.

.

. 'Ar6OXovov as it would most naturally be

translated' 26th to be designated high priest, etc.', but must suppose the office
to have been annual and translate the whole phrase 'first of men in all ages
to be designatedfor the 26th time high priest, etc.'
Beyond its general revelation of the complete civic organization of the
town on Khanziri, this text contains nothing else worthy of special remark
except its mention of Pachnemounis. At first sight this specification of
the locality of the Neocorate might seem to argue that Pachnemounis was
a foreign place, not the w-rXkvin which all the other offices were held. Some
will probably take this view,3 and be inclined, therefore, to look elsewhere for
Pachnemounis. But the superior size of the site itself and the full civic
organization, shewn by the inscription to have been enjoyed by the -roXkcon
Khanziri, strongly suggest that on this mound stood Pachnemounis itself;
and its situation suits best with Ptolemy's position for the Nome capital, due
north of Xois and far down towards the sea. I therefore propose definitely
to place Pachnemounis at Khanziri, and to suppose the particular mention
of the city-name in connection with the Serapeum to imply that, had the
latter stood without qualification, there was danger of its confusion with
some more famous Serapeum, e.g., that in Alexandria, with which town the
two other inscriptions 14 shew the o-'Xvkon Khanziri to have had intimate
relations.
I spent two days on Kum Khanziri, and, by the kindness of M.
Passalides, the local Director of the Behera Society, had the disposal of four
labourers, who probed the site to the basal mud at several points. The
mound has also been deeply and extensively cut into by diggers for brick.
I found a contractor employing there some forty hands and a Decauville
railway; and from his men learned the exact spot at which the head and
slabs, now at Kum Wahal, were found. It is in the south-western part of the
hollow, which divides the high western mound from the lower eastern. Many
Delta and Fayum mounds shew this sort of division; and the hollow in them
probably represents the ancient market-place with surrounding templeenclosures, in which the rise of level by accumulation was naturally much
13 I took this view myself at first, and still
feel a difficulty in rejecting it. But there is
not another unassigned site in the whole N.
central Delta of sufficient obvious importance
to be that of a Nome capital, except Tell alBalamun close to the Damietta Nile (see below

p. 11) : and to place the capital of Sebennytes
Inferior so far east is to introduce great difficulty into the understanding of Ptolemy's geographical arrangement of Nomes and Niles.
14

See infra.
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slower than in residential quarters. Neither here nor in any part of the
Mound did I find the accumulation so deep as I had expected.: The core of
the site is a mound of solid Nile mud, no doubt artificially heaped to raise
the settlement, at its foundation, well above flood-level. The buildings,
architectural fragments, pottery, and coins, which I saw on the site were
none of them older than the Roman period. Nor, I am convinced, does
anything earlier lie under the surface. If the site of Pachnemounis was
indeed here, then the place must have owed its existence as a Nomecapital to some late re-arrangement of the provincial division.
The town was connected with a water-course passing to south-west, by a
canal, whose bed and embankments are still visible. This can hardly be other
than the stream of which the Bahr Kassed is the modern representative.
This canal now runs out into the swampy tracts west of Khanziri. Except
in late spring and summer, Khanziri is now surrounded by water. I append
a photograph shewing the Mounds at the head of the ancient canal.

KuM

KHANZIRI

AND ITS ANCIENT CANAL,

FROM THE S.

The other inscriptions found on this site, and now preserved at Kum
Wahal, are as follows:2. Slab of coarse marble '885 x '720 x -025. Inscribed on both faces.
The obverse is broken top left and much worn below. Long ornate letters
with apices, varying from -060 to -040 in height.
>
////////I il lIONIPPAK<A TONI<A
>
ZI-//
////ANTWNEINON K<AIWCXPHMATI
KAIAroPANOM////

BOYA6YTHNTHCAAMnl?OTATHCnlOA6WC
T (ji NAAC ANAP WNYIONANAPOMAXIWNOC
MONIW Kfl<nPOFONWNEYr6NH
. OIt
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.........

(IAOTCIMIACXAPIN
HnOAIC

MIAC . THP////////ANAPOMAXIWNOCTOYKIAI
AYPHAIACICIA
Y
Ic I///////////
PAC rATPOC
////////////////
I6 P u////////I///I/////HMON I OCTHC<A ICWTHPI
rOC
O'YrATPIAOYC

-A

? Aovdc.? Aucivv]tov Ie'paxa, T'v a[i .
Ka't44 XPrpaTl~'h,
.'AVTCove6Jov
fovXeuirv
xal ayopavop[4ov] 7^ XarqtZpor7dr' vr6LXeo
vibv 'A vpoFlaXmtvoo,
"rrv 'A)e4avpdO'v,
'
? ap]Poviteo ,C 7rpoyoVWJvevyevr?,
&pe-Tr xca] t'XoetedlaT Xdptv

0.

rxa
7'ri] 'AvzpopaXio vov
Atct $[w]7rp[iSo0
? Ovyarpo. xat] AbprtXlav roia
'ILt[o<pov,
'Iot<bpav Ovyarpov"
OvyarpteooF"

The name in 1. 1 is restored at a venture from .I G. 4688, an Alexandrian
inscription of about the same time. Four letters seem lost before 'Avrwvervov,of
which the last is A and the second probably 0. Read I0YA(?) 1. 5=
fits the epigraphic indicanoble consistently with his ancestry.
'Ap]!uoviow
tions. The end is rather asyntactical, but the readings, so far as given, are
fairly certain. Soteris and Aur. Isidora were daughters of the person
honoured. Hierax, son of Soteris, and therefore grandson of L. Licinnius
Hierax, added his name in the nominative regardless of the &ed clause.
In 1. 2 ;S
would have been more according to common usage.
Xprtpari'et
3. Reverse of same slab. Flat coarse letters, much worn at R. bottom.
HF-AY<YTATHuATPI////
PHA I OEAIOECI<OP
AI EAA AA////
OECK<
P E ITHE APIA C////Y
nl<A HN AI<WN
AE YT HET HE A M P OTT
A TH////////E
SANAPEIACE<AllOEI<OPAIN///!AI

BHCOAvP AMATPlAN ACTOA////////
I<P ATIETHTEKNAAYPHAIA////////IOE

I<OP0 Y ENOMENOYE//I///// AP
XOYKOCMHTOYE HIHTOY
VROMNHMATOIPA4OY
////O YA E YT OYTHEA AMnPO
////AT HErO
nA E////E////////////

SAN PE N//i/////////
E 1"A "////////////
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'H ylviCvrdrT? wa
rpl[a
A1']p??XLosLAuc/copos (0) ? Ica' EXXa8[toq ?
d] rliXrtv 'Alcwpetr',
XeVT?

avp~a4[ o]v-

ri~^

Xaltrpo'r6T,[4
Kcal Atocrorpatv[a
?av8pela%,

'AX]ec]a'

Bro-o8c•pa, MaTpova, YToX[iv

KpaTritorq, Te'cvaA'rlp7ia[4r;
copov,
2Eyevo/•.vov

Xou

e[lOevLt]ap-

i

Kai
] ?Ator-

y

oo'rrroDaov
drl,,0o
bvropv7plaTroYpd
/3]ovXev'roiT
7Tr•S
Xap•'poT]aT?)V 7r0Xe[Co]4 [TcW^'AXe?av8p'wov, [?ave'0-mo-av

Aur. Dioscorus and several granddaughters dedicate to their native town.
I took squeezes of the most difficult parts of this inscription, which
as my copy) establish that there is no T at the beginning of
well
(as
line 1, so we must read as above-a nonminativuspendens. For the name
Dioscoraena see Oxyr. Pap. I. 43 vo iii. 23 (AtoolKovplawta). For Besodora
see Berlin Pap. No. 34. In 11.6, 7 the reading is certain so far as I give
it; for ?T70OX see C.I.A. III. (1) No. 2575. Kpartor`T I have not found
elsewhere as a name, but KpdT~oTov occurs.
in 1. 3 means
'AKwpeLtT7r
evidently a native of the town Acoris in the Nome of Cynopolis on the east
bank of the Nile (Ptol. Geog.iv. 5. 59).
(3) Diospolis Inferior is omnium consensuthe town indicated by coins
x (dT0 T7rc•v)], as
of Hadrian's time bearing legend A Ionf< [=
Atowr(OXewo)
the capital of a distinct Nome,'5 worshipping
the ram of Zeus Ammoa.
Strabo x alludes to the place and at 7rept ab~r7v Xtpvat as lying 7rX"ka
lov
MWydvroq;and according to a fragment of Hermippus, it was the burial
place of Demetrius of Phalerum. In the Equivalents List it is cited as
The site proposed by de
noYNEMOY= Al-Falmun.
AIOCfOAIC K<ATW==
Kafr
east
of
the
Damietta
Nile and north of
al-Baramon,
Roug6, namely
Mansura, seems not to be ancient. But it is possible he was confusing
it with a mound which does indeed exist on the west of the Damietta
Nile north of Sherbin. This, the only one which in height and extent is
a rival in the north Delta to Khanziri and Farain, is that now known as
Tell al-Balamun, about three miles west of Ras al-Khalig railway-station.
I visited this site on May 23. I had noticed the mounds as a conspicuous
landmark on the horizon, when staying at the Behdra Society's Inspection
House at Constantinia, near Bessendila; but having found no mention of
them in any modern book, nor even heard much rumour of them in the
15 See B.M. Coin Cat.
Alexandria,
p. 343.
The lower Sebennytic Nome had coins with
distinct cult type, stamped CE BE K, a fact,
which, even had Hierocles and the Notitia left

any doubt, would serve to negative the proposal
of Brugsch and de Roug4 to identify Pachnemounis and Diospolis Inferior.
16
p. 802.
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neighbourhood, I was amazed, on reaching the spot, at their size and importance. Their circumference must be nearly two miles 17: their summit fifty feet
above the plain. The western part is low; the eastern high and steep, so
that the site is very conspicuous from the Damietta railway. The soil being
very salt (wherefore the mounds are sometimes known as Tell Malha), it has
not been much disturbed by diggers for either sebakh or brick : nor has it
ever been probed by an archaeologist. The Department of Antiquities has
no information at all about the site. The skin of the mounds is of course
made up of late stuff, but among the sherds of glass occurs more perished
blue faience than is usual on north Delta sites.
The coincidence of the name, Balamun, with the form in which
Pachnemtounismight well have survived on Arab lips is tempting: but
Balamun may equally well represent the Coptic Pounemou (perhaps the
Pinamys of Stephen of Byzantium). In any case it is almost impossible, in
the face of Ptolemy's scheme of Nomes, to place Pachnenmounisso far east;
nor would the latter's name identified with a site in this position agree
nearly so well either with the order which the Equivalents List seems to
follow in descending to Tamiathi (Damietta), or with that of the Synecdentus
and Notitia I. For Hierocles obviously describes a curve from Xois through
the north of the province to Sebennytus (possibly the line of a road or main
canal), just as after Sebennytus he describes a curve through the south to
Busiris. We therefore expect to find Phragonis, Pachnemounis, and Diospolis
lying in order on this northern curve, the latter farthest to eastward. On
this account and relying especially on the hint in Strabo, who resided some
time in Egypt, I have no hesitation in proposing Tell al-Balamun as the
site of Diospolis Inferior. I reserve till later some remarks about its Nome.
PARALOS.
B.-OASES; HELEARCHIA;
There are three names remaining in the list of Hierocles which seem
to belong to the northernmost Delta. They are grouped apart (v. p. 3,
supra) and are all to be looked for with probability in the sandy region north
of the marshes.
(1) Paralos may be taken fitst, since its general position is practically
certain.1s It was the town on the sands N.E. of the central Lake, whose name
(Parallos in the Coptic lists) has survived as Burlos (in native pronunciation
Burdllos) and given a title to the Lake. Under this name, Abulfeda 19
mentions it as a station on the coast track from Damietta to Rosetta, and
the Assessment of 1376 puts it in the province of Nesteraweh.
Its bishop, Athanasius, signed at Ephesus. In the Equivalents List it is
cited as nAPAAAOY

= NEKEAOYAOY

fAPAAIA

= al-Burlos.

Now-a-

days the name Burlos is given to a district of scattered houses, unusually rich
by reason of fisheries, palm-plantations, and gardens, and extending from Borg
17 The new Survey shows the greatest length,
to be about 900 metres, and
N.W.-S.E.,
greatest breadth, 600 metres.
Is In Notitia I 'Pe-yiov occurs between

and it has been reasonln[IpaXor,
ably conjectured that this= Regio Maritime.
19 Reinaud's trans. ii. p. 161.

'EXeapXia and
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on the 'Boghaz' or outlet of the Lake south-eastward along its shores to
Baltim (Balkim). I found Roman glass and sherds lying on the sandhills in
three places in this belt; but where dunes shift so constantly, the exact site
of an ancient town is probably not to be found.
the lists of Hierocles and the Notitia pass to this
(2) Helearchia.-As
from
of the Province, one would naturally expect the
the
south-east
group
enumeration of the three towns in question to proceed from south or east
to north or west ; and would look for Helearchia either in the sand-belt east
of Burlos, or on the south-east margin of the Lake. As we have seen, the
Athanasian Tract mentions Helearchia as the name of a large district, divided
between the Sees of Phragonis and Pachnemounis. But Hierocles and the
Notitia have it as a town distinct from either of these last, and the Coptic lists
know it as a bishopric apart.20 In the Equivalents List the citation HAIAIXIA
no doubt refers to EAEAPXIA. One may
=nlltAPWT-=Al-Shaarut,
a
it
which
settlement
grew up as an administrative centre for a part
suppose
of the newly reclaimed marshes, at a distance from Phragonis, Pachnemounis,
or Diospolis. I noticed glass and sherds strewn over a wide area of dunes just
east of Abu Madi and some fifteen miles south-east of Baltim: and Mr. Tottenham, the Inspector of the Second Circle of Irrigation (Gharbieh), marks in a
map, with which (among other benefits) he mostly kindly furnished me, two
north-west of the same Abu Madi. I was not able to visit
Kurmsimmediately
these, but in a district of such constant superficial change, should in all likelihood have been little wiser if I had. Hereabouts one would be most inclined
to place Helearchia.
further is known of this place (or these places)
(3) Oases.-Nothing
which neither the Notitia nor the Coptic lists mention, and Wesseling (ad
Hieroclem s.v.) wished to transfer to the Mariut region. In any case it
is uncertain whether the name (occurring in the relation it does) ought to be
reckoned with the coast group at all, or not rather to be located near Busiris.
The name suggests, however, palm tracts such as occur in the northern sandbelt, and therefore I group it with Helearchia and Paralos, and propose a
situation for it nearer Damietta than either one or the other.
C.-AGNou;

NIKETOU.

These two towns are not in the list of Hierocles; but Agnou occurs in
the Notitia, and both are in the lists of Coptic bishoprics. The Equivalents
List cites them thus :
Nestaraweh.
ArNOY=nflI31NIOY TETBA.JOYP=
Y
nN
=
TO
POY=
NII<E
Singar.
Both these places are mentioned under their Arabic names in the
Assessment of 1376 where the second is reckoned in the province of the
first, which was distinct from that of Gharbieh, and evidently included all the
sand-belt between the Rosetta and the Damietta mouths.
2o Athanasius in Festal Letter xii probably indicates
of St. Antony 49.

this bishopric as Bucolia.
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occurs in the Itinerary, given by Abulfeda, between
(1) NESTERAWEH
Burlos and Rosetta. In his time it and not Burlos gave a name to the
Lake (so also according to Calcashandi). Its wealth was in fish, and its
contribution is given in the Assessment of 1376 without mention of lands,.
-as is the case also with all the other places in its province, which included
Rashid (Rosetta). On the " Domains " map of the Delta (revised in 1897) a
" Kum Mostorw" is marked in the sand-belt some distance west of the Boghaz;
and the similarity of name (in Calcashandi the town appears as Nestoru)@
renders the identification of that mound with Agnou-Nestaraweh probable.
(2) SINGAI. From the order in which the names occur in the Coptic
lists, this place would seem to have been in the west of the Nestaraweh province: and it should be looked for north-west of the Lake rather than on the
desert islet at the east end, still called Sangar. The only other Kqummarked
on the Domains Map west of the Boghaz is al-Akhdar; but this is probably
the mound of that name, distinguished from Singar in the Assessment under
the name al-Rus.
D.-BANABAN.

Mentioned only in the best of the ordinary Coptic scalae, and not in the
Equivalents List. I include it in the north Delta because of the existence of
a
Banawan, a branch of the Bahr Belkcas, which turns north above
Bahi"
runs past two small kums (Asfar and Nus) and a considerand
Biela,
able one (Kum Kebir) which is a conspicuous object due N.E. from the
Behdra Society's Inspection House at Dar es-Samra near Salahieh. Owing to.
the flooded state of the marshes I was unable to visit Kum Kebir, which is
probablythe site of Banaban. In the Assessment List of 1376 I note an entry
al-Binawanein, which points to two villages near together having borne the
same name.
I cannot with confidence place any other ancient name in the district
that I visited north of the railway line: but at-least three towns which occur
in Notitia I between Paralos and Xois, may have been there. These are
IIaplavi~

K;•'p
Kcc•L,
later
between

and 'PnXoi7aptov.

Also

HavdhXXov and Odo'a'ro9

The important
occur
Agnon and Tamiathi (Damietta).
a
small ancient
has
of
Belkas,
monastery of Gemiana (or Damiana), north
?21
authorities
of
mound hard by it. Is this the Daamelliana Amdlineau's
the
Lake
of
south
of
mounds
a
score
awaiting
There are, however,
identification. I have shewn their position on the accompanying map,.
which is traced from the hand-chart of the Irrigation Service. For their
general characteristics the following notes will suffice. The superficial
remains upon one and all are late Roman, Byzantine, and early Arab.
21 Mr. W. E. Crumhas referredme to various
authorities concerning this monastery, which
are mentioned by him in Egypt Expl. Fund

Arch. Report 1899-1900 p. 51, also to Wansleben, who visited the place in 1672 (Hist. deI'A'glised'Alexandrie p. 160).
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Bahr Nashart District.
(1) Sidi Salem: oval, about 500 paces by 200. All bricks baked, late
painted 'Coptic' sherds in abundance. Very little stone, and moderate
depth. Has been much dug for brick and sebakh.
(2) Daba: about the same size as the foregoing, but some earlier sherds,.
e.g., moulded Samian, and many fragments of worked syenite occur. To
judge by the abundance of slag, it must have yielded much stone. Dug out
almost to the basal mud by natives.
(3) Meskc:about half as big, but higher and hardly dug at all. No
sherds of the better class, but necks and bases of 'kitchen' vessels common.
No sign of stone.
(4) Bundukc: in size between Daba and Mesk, shews many stone fragments on the surface and good baked brick. Painted sherds and fragments.
of good glass. The bed of a broad ancient water-course is apparent west
of the mound. Very little dug.
(5) Haddadi: larger than any of the foregoing, but so completely
untouched (owing to salinity) that its contents are not apparent. A villagecalled al-Haddada appears in this region in the Assessment of 1376.
(6) Ahmar: very small but shewing bits of syenite. Site of a
farmstead?
(7) Khubeza: unusually prolific in large drums of syenite used as millstones, and in good glass, painted 'Coptic' sherds, and copper coins. But in.
size less than Haddadi, though larger than Bunduk. The line of a large dyke
is seen running from S.W. to N.E. to north of the mound, which may be the
old limit of the Lake. I picked up an Alexandrian billon coin of Diocletian.
(8) Hawazin (or Nashowan): about the same size as Haddadi, divided,
into two parts, north and south, by a deep and narrow depression, looking like
the line of a canal. Prolific in brick, and shews more unbaked bricks than
the foregoing Kums. Looks like a slightly older site than they.
(9) Khirbeh : a circular mound of about 250 paces diameter. Fragments of rather good character, e.g., of marble paving and ribbed glass, and
painted 'Coptic' ware. Much dug.
(10) Sheikh Ibrahim on the west of the Bahr, like Miyetein, whose twin
mounds lie on both banks, is apparently almost wholly a cemetery, now rifled.
But like all the other mounds it has a large red brick vaulted building at one
corner, which was probably a tank-house fed from a canal.
(11) Haualid has been described on p. 4. It has about three times.
the area of any of the foregoing. The only legible coin picked up was a
Roman minimus of the fifth century.
Kassed Canal District.
(12) Wahal: about the size of Haddadi, very much dug, and shewing traces of having contained much stone. A small limestone 'Horus'
shrine from it is preserved in the Inspection House. I picked up an.
Alexandrian bronze coin of Hadrian.
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(13) Shalmeh (or Misri?): so completely dug that even its area is
uncertain.
(14) Dabaa: larger than any of the foregoing except Haualid, which is
aboutl the double of it. A double mound. Fragments of brick, ware, glass,
and stone of the better class.
(15) Maklhezn:I did not see this, but it is very small.
(16) Umm Sin: has a village on it and there is almost nothing left of
the mound.
(17) Khanziri: See above p. 8. I picked up or bought from brickdiggers fifteen legible bronze coins. Two (of Tiberius and Caligula) precede
Hadrian. The rest are later; the last is of Heraclius. The only coin of
numismatic interest is thus described for me by Mr. J. G. Milne:
ANTONINUSPIUS.
AE. 34 mm. Obv. legend effaced; head r.,laur.: rev., bust of Helios I.
rad., wearing chlamys; in field [L] Z. (Cf. Dattari, Numi Alex. 3288 of
Faustina sen. for rev. type.)
(18) Asfar: very small.
Bahr Tirah District.
(19) Kharuf: about the size of Sidi Salem. but very low: of no
importance. Picked up an Alexandrian follis probably of Constantine IV.
(20) Nimra: unimportant, about the same as Mesk.
(21) Mansur: about the area of Haddadi, but very shallow. Double
divided by a wide depression, apparently the old course of the Bahr. Superficial remains of poor quality.
(22) Nus: both high and large, being about equal to Dabaa. Remains of
stone and syenite frequent. The bed of the Bahr passing W. is very clearly
marked.
(23) Tin: I never reached this mound, but to judge by its appearance
at five miles' range it should be as big as Nus.
(24) Shughraia: very small.
(25) Kebir: See p. 14.
Bahr Shibin District.
26. Ahmar: very small= a farmstead only.
27. Gemidna : ditto, ditto.
28. Naghla: small, not so large as Mesk, and very shallow.
29. Terzi: not visited, but through the glass it seemed not bigger or
higher than Naghli.
30. Daba: ditto.
31. Balanvun : see p. l.
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THE NILES.
All the considerable mounds of the northern Delta are disposed in
three chains running north and south. The first chain (reckoned from the
east), is that which aligns the old channel of the Bahr Tirahb. The second
lies along the line of the Kassed canal, and continues the mound of Sakha
in Kums Wahal, Dabaa, and Khanziri. The third is a double chain: the
eastern part of it runs north from Tida through Dabac-Haualid-KhirbehHawdzin to Khubzza and the Lake; the western from Tell al-Farain through
to Haddadi. I do not propose to place
Gir-Sidi Salem-Mesk-Bunduk
a Nome boundary at the Kassed canal, for that does not divide the space at all
equally. But the important Bahr Nashart, which now sweeps north partly
through, partly to west of, the double third chain of mounds must represent
both a considerable main channel of antiquity and the western limit of the
Lower Sebennytic Nome. Beyond it began the Nome of Phtheneto or Buto,
continued up to the Great River (or Agathodaemon) and the Taly stream
which are now represented respectively by the upper and lower courses of the
Rosetta Nile.
The Bahr Nashart then must represent the Thermuthiac (Pharmuthiac)
Nile which issued at the Sebennytic estuary,20 i.e. traversed all the
length of the Lake Burlos to the Boghaz. Its earlier course to south
of the Lake lay, I believe, somewhat to east of its present course, and
close under the Sidi Salem-Mesk- Bunduk-Haddadi chain of mounds.
It probably passed close to Tida.
The Athribitic Nile, which bounded the Lower Sebennytic Nome on the
east, cannot well be the Bahr Shibin-at least not the lower course of that
stream, despite its present independent estuary; for no mounds rise on its
banks. We must identify the Athribitic arm rather with the upper Shibin,
continued by the Bahr Tirah past the eastern end of the Lake to an artificial
estuary (fev6o-ro.T1ov) now blocked. The actual channel, in which the
Athribitic Nile flowed in its lower course, may still be seen, dry, but with
dykes well preserved, sweeping past the mounds of Nimra, Mansur, and Nus
in succession. To come on this conspicuous ancient channel was a complete
surprise, since neither maps nor local authority had given me any warning of
it. I paced it at several points in the five mile stretch which I followed, and
found its average breadth to be about 350 feet.
Ptolemy places so much ground between the Athribitic and Busiric Niles,
and in particular the Nome and City of Mendes, that I cannot see how to regard
the lower part of the existing Damietta Nile as the Busiric, or its mouth as
the Pathmetic. Unless Ptolemy's authority is to be rejected in a matter of
broad division, on which it is hard to see how a resident in the country could
0o

Ptolemy makes it clear that Sebennytus

Perhaps the Sebennytic estuary was so called

itself wasnot on this Nile, in spite of the name after the Lower Sebennytic Nome.
of the estuary; but was on the Athribitic.
H.S.-VOL. XXIV.
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go wrong, it seems inevitable that the Busiric arm and the Pathmetic
estuary should be placed in the region of Lake Menzala: and the Mendesian,
Tanitic, and Pelusiac estuaries be located still further east. Overcrowding of
the Eastern Delta with Nile arms need not result if it be remembered that
the Mendesian and Tanitic (Sanitic ?) 21 were rather estuaries than arms,
according to all accounts, and probably branched off low down.
The only ancient channel that the lower reaches of the actual Damietta
Nile can therefore represent is the artificial Diolkos, which Ptolemy places
between the Pineptimic and Phatmetic (Pathmetic) estuaries.
THE NOMES.
Enough has been said to shew how I propose to arrange the three
Nomes on the map:.-(1) The Phthene.tic between the lower course of
the Rosetta Nile (ancient Taly) and the Bahr Nashart. (2) The Lower
Sebennytic(temp. Hadrian) between the Bahr Nashart and the Bahr Tirah.
(3) The Lower Diospolite (temp. Hadrian) between the Bahr Tirah, and the
Damietta Nile, the old Diolkos. The southern limits must be left uncertain.
On the north was the sea. For the last named Nome and its limits there is
of course no authority in Ptolemy. It is necessary to add a few remarks on
this omission.
The authority for the separate existence of an Inferior Diospolite Nome,
in the time of Hadrian at any rate, is the Nome coinage: for the existence
of Diospolis, the town, apart from Pachnemounis, we can point to the conclusive evidence of Hierocles. Therefore the contention of de Rougd (and H.
Brugsch), that there was not more than one Nome in question, and that
Pachnemounis and Diospolis are two forms of the name of only a single
town, is untenable. But there is probably this much basis for it. (1) In
Pharaonic times there was but one Nome covering all the area in question,
that of Pi-Khen-amen, the seventh in the hieroglyphic lists (de Rougd op. cit.
p. 115 ff.), which lay north of the twelfth Nome (Sebennytus), and extended to the sea. Of the full name of this Nome, Pachnemounis is a
Graecized rendering; and Diospolis is an exact translation of its abbreviated
name, Pi-Amen. (2) If we follow Ptolemy's authority implicitly, we must
assume that there was but one Nome again in the time of the Antonines, that
of Sebennytes Inferior with Pachnemounis for capital. That is to say, a more
complicated arrangement, made perhaps only in the time of Hadrian, had
again been simplified, and the Inferior Diospolite Nome had ceased to have
a separate existence. (3) Under the Hadrianic arrangement two Nome
capitals were needed and the two seem to have borne names of equivalent
meaning, derived alike from the old Nome-name.
Which of these two, then, was the original capital of Pharaonic times ?
21 In
spite of the easy confusion I do not feel
sure that Herodotus' 'Saitic' mouth ought to
be read Sanitic. He has no other name for the

Taly, which certainly flowed very near Sais : for
'Bolbitinic' is the epithet of the estuary only,
not of the stream.
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If either, the present indications are clearly in favour of the city which stood
on Tell al-Balamun, i.e., in my view, the Diospolis of later times. The city
on Kum Khanziri is beyond doubt of later foundation. Indeed it may well
be not earlier than Roman Imperial time, to judge by the remains on the
level of its basal mud. I suggest, therefore, that when the old Lower
Sebennytic Nome was divided, a new capital was constituted on Khanziri,
on which the old Pharaonic name was conferred in the Graecized form,
Pachnemounis. The earlier capital, now the centre of the eastern half only,
the original Pi-khen-amen or Pi-amen, had come to be best known under
the Greek translated form, Diospolis. When the earlier Nome arrangement
was restored by the Antonines, the more central Pachnemounis was found
the more convenient capital and it remained, after all, capital of the reunited
Nomes. It was perhaps the remote position of the old capital close to
the eastern border that led in the first instance to the division of the
Lower Sebennytic Nome. When a new capital had come into existence on
Khanziri, it was probably found central enough for both Nomes, and the
maintenance of the separation, which necessarily involved extra expense and
complication of the administrative machine, was seen to be superfluous.
D. G. HOGARTH.

[I greatly regret that, until the above was in its final proof, I did not
know of M. G. Daressy's article in Rev. Arch. iiime Sirie, 25, p. 195; and I
must offer all apology to a scholar better fitted than myself to discuss these
Coptic questions. M. Daressy has covered much of my ground and anticipated me in many points, especially in the identification of Phragonis,
Agnou, and the two mid-Delta Niles. I would gladly accept his general
situation for Pachnemounis and place it precisely at Haualid, were his
reading of the Equivalents List in this connection open to less objection.
I believe he is right in identifying the Leonton of that List with Buto, and
so supplying a see, which is well known to have existed till Arab times:
but the further equation with Dantaua is less convincing, entailing as it does
a MS. correction and the elevation of a little mound of no obvious importance to the honours of Buto. So much does M. Daressy feel this last
objection that he suggests that the Butonic oraclewas nevertheless at Farain,
and so anticipates me in the confusion of Buto with Phragonis, though on
other grounds. His low estimate of Ptolemy's authority will perhaps lead
him to suggest Diospolis for Khanziri. I own to too much respect for the
Alexandrian geographer to admit this. Space does not allow me to add
more than that, had I known of M. Daressy's article in time, I should have
confined myself to points on which I differ from it, and to an account of the
actual mounds.-D. G. H.]
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